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Goals
To produce a growing worldwide community of successful Middlesex graduates
who make vital contributions to the societies in which they live and work

• Inspiring students to achieve ambitious goals
• Developing new knowledge and professional skills

Ethos
• Striving for Excellence
• Community Service
• Putting Students First

• Freedom of Enquiry
• Promoting Diversity and Inclusivity
• Professionalism

Stakeholder Expectations

Clients
High quality research
Cutting-edge expertise
Value for money
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Introduction
A fundamental revision was made to the Corporate
Plan in 2007. That revision focused sharply on the
main opportunities and risks facing the University.
The medium term analyses and key assumptions
underpinning that plan remain relevant for this
2009-14 Corporate Plan, despite the “credit
crunch” and the deepening recession. These
recent events do, however, have implications for
the short run and we need to take account of the
impact in the coming year. The immediate effect
on the higher education market place, both at
home and abroad, has been to strengthen demand.
This positive counter-cycle market reaction has
been experienced in previous recessions.
The management of the “credit crunch” and
recession by the government will have important
implications for UK universities over the short-term.
Universities will not be able to benefit significantly
from increased demand from HEFCE funded
student numbers because the government has
capped student number growth for 2009/10 and
has asked that the Department for Innovation,

Universities and Skills (the department which funds
HEFCE) to achieve savings of £400 million for the
fiscal year 2010/11. It is not yet known what areas
of funding will be cut, but it would be prudent for
the University to plan for a reduction in HEFCE
grant for 2010/2011 of c. £3 million (with a
possible reduction of up to £1 million for 2009/10).
The downward pressure on HEFCE funding will
be mitigated by revenue growth from the strong
demand in overseas and postgraduate students.
It is too early to say what the progress of the
recession will be and what cuts in government
funds might follow 2010/11 and what student
number growth might be permitted. As things
stand the medium term assumption for the
period up to 2014 remains reasonable.
The rest of this document sets out nature, origins,
role and goals for Middlesex University and how
we intend to succeed in achieving these over the
next 5 years. A strategy map summarising the
main features of the plan is attached as an annex.

Who We Are

What We Do

Middlesex is an established British University
based in London with a substantial international
presence. The University has many business and
public sector clients as well as servicing 34,000
students worldwide and our programmes are
taught in more than 100 institutions across the
globe. As well as our London campuses, our first
overseas campus, Dubai, continues to flourish
with more than 1000 students of 50 different
nationalities being taught there. Following on from
our success in Dubai, Middlesex plans to open
more campuses outside the UK, with the opening
of a campus in Mauritius nearing completion.

Middlesex University is dedicated to being an
excellent University committed to:

Middlesex is recognised for its commitment to the
success of its culturally and internationally diverse
students, the quality of its teaching, the promotion
of lifelong learning, the excellence of its research
and the strength of its partnerships and
international activity.

Our Ethos

The origins of Middlesex date back to the opening
of St Katherine’s College, Tottenham, London in
1878. Since then Middlesex has grown organically
and through merger: in 1973 between Enfield
College of Technology, Hendon College of Technology
and Hornsey College of Art. 1974 saw the addition
of Trent Park College of Education and New College
of Speech and Drama, 1994 the London College of
Dance, 1995 the North London College of Health
Studies and 2005 the opening of the Dubai Campus.
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• inspiring its students to achieve ambitious
goals through the delivery of outstanding
innovative, career-focussed courses that result
in highly valued qualifications to begin and
develop successful professional careers
• developing new knowledge and professional skills
through research and scholarship to advance
academic areas and professional practice for the
benefit of our students, business and public
sector organisations and the wider community.

In fulfilling our purpose the University will hold
fast to the key values which are characteristic of
Middlesex: striving for excellence; always placing
the needs of our students first; promoting diversity
and inclusiveness; service to the community;
freedom of academic enquiry; and professionalism.

Our Goal
Our goal is to produce a growing worldwide
community of successful Middlesex graduates who
make vital contributions to the economic, cultural
and social wellbeing of the societies in which they
live and work and to be the preferred university
partner for business, public sector and other
educational organisations.
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The experience in the last few years of coping
with an increasingly volatile and competitive
higher education market and the potential impact
of this environment on our sustainability as a
successful university, suggests that we need to
think differently about the nature and longevity
of any medium-term plan. Instead of viewing the
aims over a period of 5 years or so as fixed
allowing us to focus on achieving and updating
annual operations targets, we need to be prepared
to revise our medium-term aims more continuously
in the light of changing circumstances, and how
we perform in those circumstances, and to adjust
our operating targets and tactics accordingly.
Successful planning and achieving the outcomes
it points to will depend increasingly on striving
continuously to perform better in all that we
do and ensuring that what we do supports a
sustainable and successful position in the higher
education sector. The long-term is simply a
succession of short-terms; the better we do in
the short-term, the more likely we will achieve
our longer term goals.

The sustainability and success of Middlesex
University depends entirely on its ability to
continue to attract sufficient students to its
courses to enable the University to provide the
quantity of courses and a quality of experience
that will place the reputation of the University
high among its main competitor group, the large
post-92 Universities in and close to London.
Part and parcel of the success we aim for in
our Corporate Plan is success in improving our
position in the sector, especially among our close
competitors. All Corporate Plans are made up
of business strategies for the main revenue
generating areas of activity and strategies for the
resource (financial and human) and other support
activities, such as marketing. All plans aim to
improve performance in the core functions of
organisations. In addition to the usual component
and sub-strategies of the Corporate Plan there are
several issues on which the University will need
to place considerable emphasis and which are
likely to have the greatest impact on the success
of the University:

In order that our plans are themselves a support
to achieving our aims, we need to have in place
processes which will ensure that key assumptions
about our operating environment and risk
assessment are reviewed frequently and that both
longer-term aims and short-term operating targets
are adjusted in the light of these reviews. We also
need consistency between the Corporate Plan and
School, Department and Service plans. We need
to strive for the right balance between bottom-up
and top-down planning and target setting and to
encourage engagement in planning and delivery
of plans at all levels.

• Sustaining the quality of our teaching, research
and knowledge transfer
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Priorities

Priorities, Objectives & Key Performance Indicators

• Increasing productivity and efficiency.
The future success of the University will depend
upon the speed and effectiveness of strategies to
achieve these mutually reinforcing priorities.

Improving Student
Satisfaction

Income Growth
Across all Areas

Improved
Productivity

Develop our Teaching Portfolio to Include a Stronger Emphasis on Science & Technology
Enhance the Learning and Working Environment
Build Productive Partnerships

Improve Marketing Effectiveness
Implement Research, Enterprise and Endowment Strategies

Continuous Improvement in Business Processes

QA Audit Ratings

Student Survey
Ratings

Proportion of 1st & 2(i)

• Enhancing the student experience

Retention

KPIs

• Growing income in all areas

Enhance the Quality
of Academic Provision

Objectives

Sustaining Success

Student
Employment

RAE Outcomes

Contribution to
Overheads

Market Share

% Spend
on Staff

Research Income

Property Costs
Per Student FTE

Business Income
Endowment Income

Teaching Income
Financial Surplus
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Enhancing the Student Experience
In an increasingly competitive higher education
market, in which more of the course costs are
being borne by home and EU students, meeting
or exceeding students’ expectations is of key
importance. In this environment we need to strive
to improve the student experience and students’
rating of their experience overall.

Sustaining Academic Quality
In recent years the University has consistently
been awarded high ratings for all areas of its
teaching, from the Quality Assurance Agency,
OFSTED, and a wide range of professional bodies.
This is an important recognition of performance
and is also a very valuable marketing message.
The University has well organised and effective
systems for teaching quality assurance and
enhancement. The University has embarked on
changes to its teaching programme which should
help to maintain the current high standard of
teaching quality.
The University has developed and implemented a
set of reforms to the course portfolio and the way
in which we teach and assess. Collectively these
reforms are known as the Learning Framework.
The reforms have seen the University moving from
its modularised and semesterised systems to a more
traditional year long course structure. The major
structural changes to the academic programme
provided the opportunity for all academic areas
to review their provision of courses resulting in
substantial rationalisation and redesign. These
changes have improved student success both in
progression and the class of degree awarded whilst
also enhancing the experience of students by
creating a cohort identity and providing greater
continuity of learning. At the same time the working
experience for teaching and administrative staff
has been improved and the operating costs of the
University reduced.
While our teaching quality ratings make an
important contribution to the academic standing of
the university, on their own they are not sufficient
to secure a strong position in the higher education
market. Academic Initiative funding has been
available through 2008/09 for the development
of new programmes and discipline areas. New
programmes developed using this funding have
already proved popular in the market place and
have recruited strongly in January 2009.
08 Corporate Plan 2009 - 2014

Almost universally, knowledge development and
knowledge transfer are seen as two essential parts
of what defines a university and it is knowledge
development which typically determines the
reputation and standing of universities. It is often
an overriding factor in determining positioning
in league tables. Also much of the media visibility
of universities comes from reports of research
findings and of the public profile of top researchers.
Research therefore has a disproportionate effect
on universities’ ability to recruit staff and students
and to do well against other common measures of
performance. There are three important common
indicators of research standing: performance in the
RAE, external research income and numbers and
performance of postgraduate research students.
The results of RAE 2008 put us firmly in the top
ten post-1992 HEIs. External research income
has risen to £4.5m per annum. The University
is maintaining its doctoral student numbers and
aims to increase these by the appointment of
30 University funded doctoral studentships
during 2009-10.
Middlesex is well placed to facilitate Knowledge
Transfer (KT) given the excellence and range of its
research since so many of its staff are engaged
in the practical application of research knowledge
and practice know-how through their connection
with professional networks, clients and agencies.
This tangible mark of the ‘connectedness’ of the
institution is a substantial asset of the University,
and we plan to leverage it more successfully for
the benefit of our stakeholders, our staff and
students. Good examples of business outreach
through income generating activities are found
across Middlesex, and the plan recognises the
need to extend this good practice. Most of our
experience and success lies in CPD and consultancy
into practical industrial and commercial problems.
While this will continue to be the main focus,
we are also broadening our activity.

Student opinion of Middlesex is positive and the
outcomes of the national student opinion survey
have been good in absolute terms. The main
negative outcome has been the creation of a
league table which ignores the fact that the
differences in the scores between most universities
are statistically insignificant.
Many of the institutions at the lower end of such
rankings are characterised by being in London,
being large and having high numbers of part time
and mature students. Nevertheless, the University
will need to focus strongly on the student experience
and seek to drive up the level of positive response
over the planning period both to national surveys
and to its own surveys of satisfaction.
Over the planning period the University will drive
up the quality of the student experience by:
• Enhancing the teaching and learning experience
through addressing the issues raised via student
feedback such as that associated with assessment
and feedback and by enhancing the many ways
in which learning and teaching are provided and
supported. This includes the establishment of
a central team to support technology assisted
learning across the University and the extension
of the provision of pre registration bridging
materials to facilitate greater ease of transition
to University life.

• Providing excellent support services: academic,
technical and administrative that meet the needs
of the students in a timely and effective manner.
The provision of academic and administrative
support have been reviewed and enhanced for
the 2009/10 academic year with, in particular,
the introduction of progress review interviews for
all first year students.
• Continued investment in equipment and the
learning environment the University will ensure
the provision of excellent facilities. Developing
a more vibrant social life is also important for
many groups of students. The Students Union,
with the support of the University will continue
to play an important role in enhancing many
aspects of student life.
Strengthening the service culture of the University
will also play an important role in enhancing the
student experience. The University needs to be
friendly and welcoming at all times. We need to
ensure that the experience of students in negotiating
our administrative processes is easy and stress
free. Where students do face problems we need
to ensure they are sympathetically and ably
supported and that problems are resolved quickly.
The University is integrating information collected
on all key indicators of student satisfaction and
mapping this against other KPIs such as student
achievement in order to identify and respond to
enhancement opportunities.
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Growing Income in all Areas
Sustaining academic quality and enhancing the
student experience are essential to sustaining
future income growth. In turn income growth is
essential for the investment needed to ensure
the currency of our academic programme and
the sustainability of academic quality.
Middlesex will sustain its success by ensuring
that it grows its activities and achieves productivity
gains resulting in sufficient recurrent financial
surpluses to be able to continue investing in
the future. Growth will come principally from
increased teaching income but also from improved
performance in research and enterprise income
and from increased endowment income. It is
important that these sources of income should
not be seen as separate and independent of each
other but as mutually supportive and reinforcing:
success in one activity is likely to increase the
chances of success in other activities.

Teaching Income
Teaching income is derived from a number
of sources:
• students who are studying on our campuses in
London who are funded by HEFCE, the TDA, the
NHS or who are full private fee paying domestic
or international students
• students studying with further and higher
education partner institutions on Middlesex
validated, joint or franchised programmes
• students studying in other countries on
Middlesex programmes with university or
college partners and on our Dubai campus
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Innovation in our curriculum
The main source of future revenue growth will be
teaching income. Increases in teaching income
will be achieved by:
• maintaining a portfolio of highly valued popular
courses supported by quality facilities and
equipment and excellent teachers and thereby
• making Middlesex the preferred choice for
more students.
This will be achieved, in turn, by:
Enhancing the learning framework
The University introduced a radical set of
reforms to the way in which it structures degree
programmes and delivers teaching and learning
in 2007/08 in the UK and in 2008/09 in Dubai
and Hong Kong. These reforms replaced the
semester system with year long courses and
combined honours courses with a focus on
single honours provision. The changes introduced
are already beginning to bring a wide range
of benefits, including the simplification of
information and administrative needs, clearer
marketing, enhanced student progression and
achievement, stronger cohort identity for students
and a better student experience.
Strengthening our market research
Learning more about changes in what potential
students want to study, where they want to study
and how they want to study and what will make
more students want to study with Middlesex and
striving to meet student expectations. We will
need to gain a better understanding of the
different segments of the student market in
order to better target our course development
and marketing communications.

Middlesex has invested significantly in market
research in recent years but it is recognised
that over the planning period we will need to
strengthen this area of activity considerably.
In addition to market changes affecting all
universities, Middlesex will need to give particular
attention to the impact of changes in the location
of much of its existing provision to Hendon.
Increasing our speed of response to changes in
student and employer needs in the development
of courses
The regulation of universities and quality
assurance processes impose severe delays on
the responsiveness of the university to market
changes and new opportunities. While many
regulations and procedures are beyond our
control it will be increasingly important to
ensure that those procedures under our own
control are as streamlined as possible while
achieving the level of control required.
Increasing our engagement with employers
through the development of MODNet
(Middlesex Organisational Development Network)
The aim of MODNet is to enable the University to
take a major strategic step forward in the provision
of academic services to meet the needs of
employers and employees. This will be achieved
through the establishment of the Middlesex
Organisational Learning Network (MOLN), centred
upon Middlesex University and strategic partners.

The MOLN will provide business with a one stop
enquiry service for organisations seeking learning
solutions to achieve corporate objectives and for
individuals seeking vocational education. Work
Based Learning will be provided at all qualification
levels driven by the needs of real life work projects.
Vocationally relevant higher education programmes
will be delivered in a flexible work based learning
mode. All the main subject areas of the University
will be made available via a flexible work based
learning mode of study.
MODnet will also provide a comprehensive
accreditation service for courses offered by
employer/third party training providers and for
the experiential learning of individuals and will
allow access to areas of expertise in the University
to offer short courses, research and consultancy.
The programmes that will be on offer will meet
the needs of a wide range of employers, from
national and multi-national companies seeking
development programmes for large numbers of
staff to smaller enterprises needing short courses
or diverse training and development for a small
number of staff.
Improving the effectiveness of all our
marketing processes, including advertising
and information, pricing, enquiry management,
and reputation management
Our marketing activity must be able to meet
the needs of an increasingly market driven and
competitive higher education world. This will
be an area subject to continuous review and
improvement throughout the period of this plan.
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Improving student progression and achievement
Middlesex scores exceptionally highly in terms
of value added and among post-1992 universities
Middlesex has one of the highest proportions of
students graduating with a good honours degree.
While maintaining its strong ethos of offering
opportunity to students from less traditional
backgrounds the University will drive up the
levels of progression and achievement over
the planning period. The introduction of the
New Learning Framework has made a major
contribution to this aim as has the restructuring
of our student support services.
Increasing the employment opportunities and
success for our graduates
The main motivation behind studying for a higher
education qualification is to enhance the chances
of being able to gain employment in the career
of choice. The University needs to continue to
strengthen its ability to support the employability
of its graduates. This can be done by ensuring
that the education and skill of our graduates meet
the expectations of employers and that we market
effectively the capability of Middlesex graduates
to employers.

Developing productive partnerships for the delivery
of Middlesex qualifications
Middlesex has a large number of domestic and
international partners that are involved in delivering
programmes leading to Middlesex qualifications on
a franchised, validated or joint basis. At present
over 12700 students are studying for Middlesex
programmes in this way – 5000 in the UK and
8200 abroad. Middlesex derives a growing level
of income from this activity both directly though
the services it provides to teaching partners and
indirectly through the progression of students
from our partners onto our London campuses.
The main growth in students studying for Middlesex
qualifications has been with partners abroad.
Opportunity for international growth with partners
is expected to be strong over the planning period
and is expected to become an increasingly
important source of income.
In order to further grow this source of teaching
income the University will need to ensure that we
choose domestic and international teaching partners
that are able to enhance the reputation of the
university and that the return that the University
receives for the services it provides to partners
makes a significant contribution to surplus.

Research income
Over the planning period, our key aim will be
to substantially increase our research income,
and improve the level of overhead contribution.
Our HEFCE research income has increased
substantially, from under £2m to £3.4m, based
on our excellent performance in RAE 2008.
External income has improved over recent years
to its current level of £4.5m.

Ensure that our HR strategies recognise the
importance of research and enterprise

In order to achieve significant growth in research
activity and income the University will develop a
research strategy which will:

Provide strong research leadership and
research management

Substantially enhance the University’s standing
in the next HEFCE research assessment and result
in the doubling of HEFCE Quality Related and
associated income
We plan to build on this success to develop up
to 10 subject areas which will be recognised for
the high international standing of their research.
Most of these areas will be closely aligned with
strengths in teaching, strong student demand and
the ability to attract substantial research and/or
business income.
Build academic staff capacity to attract and
manage research income and increase the
proportion of income from sources which cover
overhead costs
We are implementing training on project and
financial management for all Principal Investigators,
compulsory training for new research supervisors,
improved access to research funding information
and practical support with crafting high quality
research proposals.
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There is evidence of improvement both in breadth
and quality of research activity. We must now
take more account of, research (and/or enterprise)
performance and/or potential, in appointing,
promoting and appraising academic staff.

Leadership and management have been improved
with the appointment of Associate Deans (Research)
(ADRs), the establishment of the integrated
Research and Business Office, and with the new
Heads of Department. Ambitious income targets
will be agreed with Deans, ADRs and HoDs and
form part of their appraisals. Professors and other
senior academics will have income targets as well
as defined roles in supporting other academics
in their groups. We will also ensure that synergies
between research, enterprise and teaching are
developed and exploited.
Establish a one stop shop for all research and
enterprise support functions
To further improve administrative support for
research (and enterprise), we have established
the Research and Business Office at Hendon.
This brings together all pre-award functions
(capacity building, team building, budgeting
support, information on funding, skills training);
all post-award functions (management of grants
and contracts, and relations with funders, to
project delivery); along with doctoral student
monitoring and progress management.
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Development income
Very few universities in the UK benefit from
significant levels of endowment income. At
1 August 2008 endowment income at Middlesex
is less than one tenth of one percent of turnover.
Recently the government have taken steps in the
form of project funding and more recently through
the introduction of a matched funding scheme
(starting 1 August 2008) to help universities to
increase this source of revenue substantially. We
have elected to set an ambitious target by opting
for the highest tier of this programme so that our
donations will be matched 1:3 up to £2.75m over
the next 3 years.
Middlesex aims to increase its endowment income
substantially over the planning period. This will be
achieved by:
Increasing communication and interaction with
alumni across the world

Business Services income
Business Services (in current currency referred
to as “higher education, business, community
interaction”, or HEBCI, covers most income
generating activity outside core teaching and
research. This includes the exploitation of
intellectual property though licence agreements
and the spin-out of new companies and
knowledge transfer through consultancy and
CPD. Our performance in this area has improved
considerably in recent years, with an income
of £9.1m during 2007-08.
The University has valuable exploitable assets
in the form of the knowledge and expertise of
its staff and its physical resources, which are
of benefit to communities and businesses.
The main thrust of our strategy to grow sustainable
income from Knowledge Transfer will come in the
form of consultancy and continuing professional
development programmes and other activities at
the softer end of the KT continuum. However,
we will also increase our focus on harder end
of KT, and are already witnessing an increase
in patenting and licensing activity.
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Improvements in infrastructure, including the
establishment of the Research and Business
Office (noted before) and the appointment of
Associate Deans Business will support intended
developments. In addition the University will:

We will engage our current alumni more effectively
and identifying ways of engaging new members
to increase our pool of potential donors. This will
require us to segment our alumni data and increase
communication and interaction with them.

Attracting commercial sponsorship
New prospects or sources of income will be
identified by improving our current research
techniques to identify external supporters of
the University and building mutually beneficial
relationships with them
Strengthening its development team
This will enable us to nurture relationships
with key donors in order to drive forward the
University’s fundraising efforts, identifying
major gift prospects and managing fundraising
campaigns and initiatives.
Increasing our engagement with the
local community
We will improve communications and establish
a regular events programme to enhance the
reputation and awareness of the University and
its activities.

Invest in capacity for CPD and consultancy
and reward income generation
We will support growth through re-investment of
a proportion of the generated surpluses to further
enhance competiveness in these areas. This will
provide funds for further investment and growth
both in HEBCI activity but also in research and
teaching which contribute to HEBCI success.
In addition, we will also invest our HEIF allocation
to further develop this area.
Develop productive partnerships for the delivery
of business services
HEBCI work is highly dependent on the creation
and maintenance of beneficial partnerships
with a range of commercial organisations,
local authorities, government agencies and
other educational institutions. HEFCE sponsored
developments in our Institute of Work Based
Learning will further assist in developing and
sustaining productive partnerships.
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Productivity Growth
Income growth will be an essential part of any
plan to sustain the success of the University.
However whatever our success is it will be
undermined if all income growth is eaten up
by higher costs leading to unsustainable deficits.
Increasing our efficiency and growing productivity
has a vital part to play in ensuring that we have
the financial resources to invest in the future.
Productivity growth will come from organisational
and staff development and better utilisation of assets.

Supporting strategies to grow income
and productivity

A key need for Middlesex will be to have talented
and capable staff able to adapt quickly to change
and to see themselves as sources of innovation
and change. We need academic staff who are not
only inspiring but also are commercially minded
who will look for opportunities to develop markets
related to their subject and for opportunities to
increase their own productivity and that of the
teams they work in.
To achieve this, the university will need develop
the skills of staff and to have in place an incentive
structure which encourages contributions from
staff which will underpin sustainable success.

Human Resources and organisational development
Human resource policies and strategies at
Middlesex are strongly conditioned by national
contract and collective bargaining agreements
and the requirements laid down by HEFCE for
HR strategies in institutions which they fund.

The HR strategy aims to underpin the Universities
goals and its people vision by ensuring that:

However, as the university sector becomes
increasingly diverse the rather generic approach
to human resources that current arrangements
impose is becoming increasingly at odds with
the needs of universities and their ability to fund
national pay settlements which take no account of
productivity. There is a significant likelihood that
current national arrangements will come to an end
over the planning period and that universities will
be freer to set their own HR policies and practices
to match local needs.

• staff are rewarded in a fair, consistent and
sustainable manner;

• the University is seen as an employer of choice;
• talented and capable staff are recruited, retained,
motivated and valued;

• staff are managed effectively through high
quality leadership, communication, performance
management and feedback processes;
• the potential of all staff is developed
through quality training, development and
appraisal processes;
• staff operate in a safe and healthy working
environment in which all feel welcome and
equality and diversity is actively promoted
and celebrated; and
• organisational development and human
resources planning takes place in a timely
and consistent manner.

Estates and Facilities
The spread of provision in London over a
wide geographical area on small mono-technic
campuses has been and continues to be Middlesex
University’s major weakness. The current campus
provision is increasingly unsustainable, requiring
costly duplication of facilities and lack of critical
mass to sustain quality facilities. A key aim of
the Estate and Facilities Development Strategy
is to reduce the overall number of campuses
and to improve the quality of those that remain.
This will reduce costs and improve the long-term
sustainability of the University; enhance new
academic initiatives and developments and
research collaborations; improve the overall
student experience through the improvement of
student facilities; and improve student numbers
through the provision of improved teaching and
support facilities.
Since setting out at the beginning of the decade
to consolidate its campus provision Middlesex has
made substantial progress with the disposal of
several small uneconomic arts campuses in
Bedford, Hampstead and Wood Green and larger,
but still uneconomic and unattractive campuses
at Bounds Green, Enfield and Tottenham.
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More recently the University has disposed of the
Enfield (Ponders End Campus) and the Corporate
Services building at the North London Business
Park and consolidated the functions carried out
on these sits at Hendon. In September 2008 the
University opened the new Hatchcroft building
2
at Hendon – some 5,500m of teaching and
research accommodation and completed a further
23 building refurbishment projects on the Hendon
site. This included the building of a new student
Centre – The Forum. These major improvements
add to the landmark Sheppard Library and the
total refurbishment of the College Building.
Together with other leased buildings at Hendon,
such as the Hendon Town Hall, the Hendon
campus now consists of an efficient estate of
some 20 acres.
It has now been decided to plan to move all
Art, Design and Media programmes from Cat Hill
and Trent Park to Hendon by September 2011.
Following the move the University will dispose
of the Cat Hill campus. Work is well in hand to
2
design and build a new 15,500m Art, Design
and Media building on the Hendon Campus.
The future of the Trent Park campus and the
remaining programmes being run at that campus
are now being reviewed.
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Estates and Facilities continued

Finance

Marketing

Administration

Also of importance, but of lower immediate
priority, is the future of our health and social
science provision at the Archway Campus (jointly
owned with UCL) and our limited presence in four
north London Hospitals. The benefits of locations
within or close to hospital sites compared with
relocating alongside most of the rest of the
University in London will need to be evaluated.

The key objective of the finance strategy is
to ensure that the University has a strong and
robust financial position which is an essential
underpinning to the achievement of the University’s
academic mission. This financial stability enables
the University to plan and commit to sustained
investment and to ensure the right resources
are provided to support academic objectives.

The Marketing strategy will underpin the key
objectives of the Corporate Plan by delivering
outstanding marketing against the following
drivers of growth:

Over the planning period the University will
aim to have achieved the consolidation of nearly
all its London based teaching at Hendon.

The University will have a strong and robust
finance position when it generates operating
surpluses to provide sufficient cash for normal
operations and investment (in academic initiatives
and infrastructure) and provide contingency
against risk. Such surpluses will be derived from
diverse income sources, each of which contributes
to the surplus after allowing for their true costs.
Recurrent surpluses will deliver a unit of resource
per student which is high enough to maintain
and improve the quality of the student experience.
They will also enable improvements in working
capital, ensure that long term debt can be
repaid and ensure the sustainability of the
University’s estates.

Administrative processes are an essential and
costly part of the efficient and orderly running of
the University. In September 2008 the University
took an important step by creating a Unitary
Administration at Hendon and moving all the
corporate services to Hendon. Further work is now
being taken forward to explore business processes
both in the UK and overseas. It is essential that
all our administrative processes achieve what
they are designed for but also that they are cost
effective and represent good value for money.
Higher productivity in administration will enable
the university to devote more resources to teaching
and other income earning activity.

The university has invested heavily in the
improvement in facilities and equipment in
recent years, especially in the IT network and
in information systems. This investment will
continue with a major review of the University’s
IT Infrastructure over the coming year. Our
investment in IT is aimed at ensuring that all
members of the university have convenient and
reliable access both on- and off-campus to
networked resources and the associated support
services that they need to undertake their roles
in the university.
Over the planning period support and maintenance
strategies will be put in place to support those
systems to which users require guaranteed 24/7
access. The strategy also aims to ensure that all
staff and students are confident and skilled in the
use of IT enabling them to fully exploit information
resources, learning environments and communication
tools available to them.
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• Enhancing the student experience and
increase advocacy
• Building sustainable, high quality
academic programmes
• Growing Middlesex University’s reputation
locally and globally
• Creating lasting relationships with business,
government, and academic partners. Nationally
and internationally.
Improving communications to staff and students
within Middlesex will also be a key component of
relationship building and student engagement
across the University.

Over the planning period all our administrative
processes will be regularly reviewed with a view
to improving effectiveness and value for money.

There will be increasing emphasis given to market
research and market information to deliver insight
and market trends that will help to support key
marketing decisions. Use of digital technology
will play a key part in delivering the marketing
plan, with the on-line environment taking up
significantly more focus.
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The Middlesex Barnet Partnership
Middlesex University’s largest campus, in
student number terms, is in the London Borough
of Barnet at Hendon. The University has enjoyed
good relations with the Council and has strong
partnerships with schools, colleges and voluntary
organisations in the Borough, including Barnet
College, Woodhouse College and the North
London Hospice.
The Council have been very supportive of the
University’s needs on our Hendon campus, both
to modernise and increase the capacity of our
estate. In recent years this has led to the granting
of planning approval for the Sheppard Library,
the Burroughs Sports Centre, the Millennium
Real Tennis Court, the redevelopment of College
Building, including the creation of a new
internal quadrangle.
More recently planning approval has been granted
for both the Hatchcroft Building and the new Art,
Design and Media building. The University has
also secured agreement to occupy the Barnet Town
hall and a number of other adjacent buildings and
is continuing work with Barnet on a Master Plan
for the Hendon campus.
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Value for Money
The potential of the University to realise its
ambitions has been greatly enhanced by our
relationship with Barnet. A key strategic objective
of the University will be to develop a mutually
supporting and beneficial relationship with the
Barnet Council and the wider Barnet community.
There is much to be gained by all parties in
strengthening our partnership. As such, the
University is working closely with Barnet on a
range of community matters at all levels and is
taking a very proactive stance in allowing community
use of its facilities at the Hendon Campus.
One of the aims of the Middlesex-Barnet
Partnership will be to bring together all the
non-academic and third stream community
engagement issues and to provide an environment
in which the University can take forward its
business and supporting strategies. Over the
planning period the University will aim to
substantially enhance engagement with and
‘ownership’ of the university by its local
community, especially in Barnet.

The University recognises its responsibility to
achieve value for money (VFM) from all its activities,
however they may be funded. The University in
common with other HEIs is committed to the
pursuit of economy, efficiency and effectiveness
as part of its corporate and academic strategy.
The University will seek to adopt good practice
and incorporate VFM principles in all its activities,
and undertake reviews at suitable frequencies to
ensure that VFM is demonstrated.

• to undertake or commission VFM studies on
areas of activity identified as worthy of review;
• to benchmark the institution’s activities against
other similar activities and organisations where
this is considered useful;
• to respond to opportunities to enhance the
economy, efficiency and effectiveness of activities;
• to promote a culture of continuous improvement;

To achieve good VFM, the University has set itself
these aims:

• to demonstrate actively to both internal and
external observers that the achievement of VFM
is sought in all activities undertaken; and

• to integrate VFM principles within existing
management, planning and review processes,
particularly in regard to projects or activities
with significant financial implications;

• to ensure that all staff recognise their continuing
obligation to seek VFM for the institution as part
of their routine activities.

• to adopt recognised good practice where this
makes sense and provides benefit to the University;
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Assumption and Quantitative Aims
Key assumptions about our
operating environment
This plan is based on the following key assumptions:
• the market for home and EU students will
grow, notwithstanding the national demographic
downturn from 2010 which may not affect the
south-east and the main local catchment areas
of the University. At the same time this market
will become more volatile and competitive.
Partly resulting from the extension of foundation
degree-awarding powers to higher and further
education colleges and partly resulting from
student demand responding more quickly
to perceptions of the employment value of
different courses:
• the amount of funding available to Middlesex in
the home and EU market will rise up to 2008/09
and decline thereafter
• the market for teacher education will decline
over the next few years and increase thereafter.
The unit of funding for teacher education will
remain static
• the market for nursing and midwifery will
fluctuate over the period and the unit of funding
will initially increase due to the introduction
of benchmark pricing but will decline in real
terms by the end of the period. However, the
market for health related courses is expected
to grow significantly
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• the market for international students will grow but
will also become more volatile and competitive.
Income per student for overseas students will
converge with the income per student for home
and EU students. Opportunities for profitable
growth will be greatest off-shore
• the market for on-campus part-time provision
will decline and the unit of funding will be
significantly less than for full-time students

Aims over the planning period
By 2014 Middlesex University aims to have:
• 45,000 (34,000*) students of which:
– 23,000 (20,500*) will be taught from our
campuses in London
– 5,600 (5,300*) will be taught by partners in
the UK
– 16,400 (8,200*) will be taught outside the UK

• the market for work-based and on-line courses
will grow
• the market and public funding for research
will grow
• the market for consulting and CPD will grow and
will be increasingly competitive
• student choice of university will increasingly be
driven by value for money, lifestyle offered,
access from home and other convenience factors

– 4,500 (4,200*) will be part-time from our
campuses in London
– 5,000 (4,300*) will be post-graduate taught on
our campuses in London
– 700 (600*) will be post-graduate research on
our campuses in London

• a level of research income of £8 million
(£3.7m*) and business services income of £13
million (£9m*) together making a contribution
of £1m
• development income (endowment and annual
income) of £10m over the 5 year period (under
£1m in last 5 years)
• an operating surplus of 5% (0.5%*) and a
turnover of £180million (£135m*)
• a level of student satisfaction that places
Middlesex in the top quartile of our competitor
group and the top half of the sector as a whole.
These overall aims will be achieved by ensuring
the effective implementation of the business and
supporting strategies described above.

• the unit cost of staff will rise in real terms,
especially in areas of severe shortage
• the unit cost of space and equipment will rise
in real terms

Michael Driscoll
June 2009

• advances in information and communication
technology will continue to provide opportunities
to improve efficiency and effectiveness in
administration, teaching and learning

*baseline figures for 2007/08

• the costs of keeping up with and maintaining
new technology will place an increasing burden
on capital expenditure.
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